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Abstract:

Aim 
We wanted to examine the burden of further treatments in patients with 
colorectal cancer (CRC) following a decision concerning lung 
metastasectomy. 

Methods 
Five teams participating in the study of Pulmonary Metastasectomy in 
Colorectal Cancer (PulMiCC) provided details on all subsequent local 
treatments for lung metastases and of the use of systemic chemotherapy 
in patients with pulmonary metastatic disease.  For patients in three 
groups (no metastasectomy, one metastasectomy or multiple local 
interventions), baseline factors and selection criteria for additional 
treatments were examined. 

Results 
220 patients were recruited between October 2010 and January 2017. 
No lung metastasectomy was performed in 51 patients, 114 had one, 
and 55 patients had multiple local interventions. Selection for an initial 
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metastasectomy was associated with non-elevated CEA and fewer 
metastases at baseline, and no prior liver metastasectomy. These 
patients also had better ECOG scores and lung function at baseline. Four 
sites provided information on chemotherapy in 139 patients: 79 (57%) 
had 1-5 courses of chemotherapy, to a of total 179 courses. The 
patterns of survival after one or multiple metastasectomy interventions 
showed evidence of guarantee-time bias creating an impression of 
benefit over no metastasectomy. When examined statistically in a Cox 
model, multiple metastasectomy was associated with a significantly 
higher risk of death and did not appear to reduce chemotherapy usage. 

Conclusion 
The total burden of treatment was high but due to the observational 
nature of the study benefits could not be attributed to any component. 
Pragmatic randomised trials of treatment policies would be necessary to 
determine clinical effectiveness. 

Note: The following files were submitted by the author for peer review, but cannot be converted to PDF. 
 You must view these files (e.g. movies) online.
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60 Abstract 249/250 words
61
62 Aim
63 We wanted to examine the burden of further treatments in patients with colorectal cancer 
64 (CRC) following a decision concerning lung metastasectomy.
65
66 Methods
67 Five teams participating in the study of Pulmonary Metastasectomy in Colorectal Cancer 
68 (PulMiCC) provided details on all subsequent local treatments for lung metastases and of the 
69 use of systemic chemotherapy in patients with pulmonary metastatic disease.  For patients in 
70 three groups (no metastasectomy, one metastasectomy or multiple local interventions), 
71 baseline factors and selection criteria for additional treatments were examined.
72
73 Results
74 220 patients were recruited between October 2010 and January 2017. No lung 
75 metastasectomy was performed in 51 patients, 114 had one, and 55 patients had multiple 
76 local interventions. Selection for an initial metastasectomy was associated with non-elevated 
77 CEA and fewer metastases at baseline, and no prior liver metastasectomy. These patients also 
78 had better ECOG scores and lung function at baseline. Four sites provided information on 
79 chemotherapy in 139 patients: 79 (57%) had 1-5 courses of chemotherapy, to a of total 179 
80 courses. The patterns of survival after one or multiple metastasectomy interventions showed 
81 evidence of guarantee-time bias creating an impression of benefit over no metastasectomy. 
82 When examined statistically in a Cox model, multiple metastasectomy was associated with a 
83 significantly higher risk of death and did not appear to reduce chemotherapy usage.
84
85 Conclusion
86 The total burden of treatment was high but due to the observational nature of the study 
87 benefits could not be attributed to any component. Pragmatic randomised trials of treatment 
88 policies would be necessary to determine clinical effectiveness.
89
90
91 What this study adds to the literature 39/50 words
92 Lung metastasectomy has generally been reported in isolation with survival explicitly 
93 attributed to surgery and without reference to other treatments. Further metastasectomies and 
94 ablations are frequent and chemotherapy is very often given with and without 
95 metastasectomy. 
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96 Introduction

97 From the Pulmonary Metastasectomy in Colorectal Cancer (PulMiCC) study the following 
98 results have been reported:

99  survival in the full cohort of 512 patients(1)
100  comparative survival, quality of life and health utility in the randomised controlled
101 trial nested within it.(2-4)

102 The PulMiCC RCT in 93 patients showed no difference in survival at any time point but the 
103 analysis cannot exclude some survival benefit from metastasectomy in the long term(2). The 
104 cohort study provided information on survival in different groups, differences observed being 
105 in accordance with known favourable features.

106 There are recently published data on the rate of lung metastasectomy operations colorectal 
107 cancer in the English National Health Service. Between 2005 and 2013, 173,354 individuals 
108 had a colorectal resection and of them 3434 had a lung resection within three years, that is 
109 2%. If all lung resection were for CRC lung metastasis that would be the upper bound on the 
110 rate of lung metastasectomy(5) so it has not been commonly performed but is increasing. Of 
111 note however is the recently published finding of no difference in survival in an analysis of 
112 Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) database associated with lung 
113 metastasectomy(6).

114 If further lung metastases appear after a first operation, further surgical or ablative treatments 
115 are routinely considered in current practice. There are claims that repeat metastasectomy has 
116 an enhanced effect on survival(7-9) but this has been questioned(10, 11). Clinical 
117 effectiveness of repeat lung metastasectomy cannot be determined reliably from 
118 observational data but the PulMiCC cohort does provide prospectively collected data on this 
119 practice and its outcomes. The practice is examined in this report. 

120 During planning of PulMiCC the sites were asked to provide any current protocols for 
121 chemotherapy use in patients who were candidates for lung metastasectomy. None of the 
122 recruiting sites were able to provide any documentation but it was explained to those 
123 planning the trial that chemotherapy decisions were made on an individual patient basis. Use 
124 of chemotherapy was identical in the two arms of the PulMiCC RCT in the first six months of 
125 the trial and by five years was higher in the metastasectomy arm but not significantly so.(3) 
126 Chemotherapy was therefore regarded as balanced between the arms and no inference was 
127 drawn about its effectiveness in the RCT.

128 While PulMiCC was recruiting, a detailed systematic review was published of colorectal 
129 cancer survival gains with systemic treatments during the period 1993 to 2015(12). The 
130 conclusion was “Gains from first-line therapies have been modest but consistent; however, 
131 gains from second-line therapies have been disappointing”. The authors also addressed the 
132 interaction between systemic treatments and metastasectomy writing “Finally some may 
133 argue that while indeed more metastasectomies are being performed, they have been made 
134 possible by better therapies and that this benefit should be ascribed to the therapies.” This 
135 implies that any association between metastasectomy and longer survival may be reverse 
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136 causation: that longer survival with more effective chemotherapy provides an opportunity to 
137 do more operations. Again, it is not possible to draw inferences about effectiveness but the 
138 cohort study provides an opportunity to examine practice.
139
140 Recent commentators on PulMiCC have somewhat shifted the ground by suggesting that 
141 metastasectomy should be considered as an integral part of a treatment plan with 
142 chemotherapy before and/or after metastasectomy.(13, 14) Another viewpoint is that lung 
143 metastasectomy spares patients the side effects of chemotherapy providing a chemotherapy 
144 “holiday”.(15) 
145
146 In this paper we report on second and subsequent local interventions for lung metastases and 
147 the use of systemic chemotherapy in subsets of patients treated at five of the PulMiCC study 
148 sites from which data were available for these treatments. These data may contribute usefully 
149 to the research initiative of the Association of Coloproctology of Great Britain (ACPGBI)(16) 
150 and the Impact Initiative (Improving Management of Patients with Advanced Colorectal 
151 Cancer) of ACPGBI(17).

152
153 Methods

154  Details of the methods of the full PulMiCC study have been provided in the report of the 
155 512-patient cohort and the controlled trial nested within it(2, 3). The UK National Research
156 Ethics Service (NRES) granted ethical approval (10/H0720/5) for the study which 
157 commenced in 2010 and recruitment began at each site after approval of local Ethics 
158 Committees. Written informed consent was obtained at enrolment (Stage 1) and baseline data 
159 were collected for the duration of recruitment on Case Report Forms (CRFs). One-year 
160 follow-up, adverse events and the date and cause of death were collected on CRFs covered by 
161 the Stage 1 written informed consent.
162
163 Largely because of entrenched belief in the benefit of lung metastasectomy and resistance to 
164 randomisation, explicitly expressed for example in an Editorial in the Journal of the European 
165 Thoracic and Cardiothoracic Societies,(18) 82% of enrolled patients were not entered into the 
166 nested RCT. Patients who were not randomised had or did not have lung metastasectomy on 
167 the advice of the local multidisciplinary team (MDT) and sometimes on their own expressed 
168 preference. Given the wealth of prospectively collected data, the National Research Ethics 
169 Service in February 2019 extended the ethical approval for an audit of clinical care which fell 
170 outside the original study design with the provision that there should be no inferences drawn 
171 about the effectiveness of treatment which might be generalised to clinical recommendations. 
172 Survival of these patients has been reported as an observational cohort study.(1)
173
174 Five trial sites including the four largest recruiting centres were able to provide records of 
175 additional treatments for inclusion of their data in an audit of practice. The selection of these 
176 sites and the collection of their data was carried out without any prior knowledge of the 
177 treatments or outcomes, but solely on the availability of data. (Table 1)
178
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179 For comparative analyses the patients were divided into three groups
180
181 1. No lung-metastasectomy.
182 2. Lung metastasectomy once.
183 3. Second and subsequent lung metastasectomy and other local interventions.
184
185 The protocol allowed for other local interventions to be used, including radiotherapy, 
186 stereotactic radiotherapy (SABR) and image guided thermal ablation (IGTA) such as 
187 radiofrequency ablation (RFA). 
188
189 Selection Analyses
190 To examine which factors predict elective metastasectomy rather than elective non-
191 metastasectomy, the analysis excluded randomised patients. Univariate and multivariate 
192 analyses were based on logistic regression which effectively provides a non-parametric 
193 comparison of distributions of the baseline factors considered. Similarly, logistic regression 
194 was used to examine what baseline factors predict a second metastasectomy, or other 
195 intervention, if a patient has had one metastasectomy.
196
197 Intervention modelling
198 To model the pattern of interventions over time for all patients in the PulMICC elective 
199 groups, a multi-state model was fit. The model included 5 states:
200 1) Entry
201 2) Metastasectomy only
202 3) Second intervention undertaken
203 4) Three or more interventions undertaken
204 5) Death.
205
206 Patients were assumed to move progressively through the first four states with a possibility of 
207 death while in any of states 1 to 4. The model is represented in Figure 1.
208
209 Separate (transition) rates were estimated for moving through the first four states and for 
210 death rates from these states. All rates were assumed to be constant over the follow-up period 
211 except for the transition to the metastasectomy state that was allowed to change after one year 
212 (estimated to be a lower rate). The model was used to estimate the probability of being in 
213 each state at various follow-up times, both from the entry state and from the metastasectomy 
214 state. 
215
216

217 Survival Analysis

218 For illustrative and descriptive purposes Kaplan-Meier estimates of survival were prepared 
219 for the three groups. For a more detailed inspection of patients having just one 
220 metastasectomy operation and for those who had a second metastasectomy or other local 
221 treatments with various times of origin, a Cox relative regression model (19) was also fitted 
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222 to compare the rate of death for patients with one metastasectomy with patients having had a 
223 second one.
224
225 Exploration of guarantee-time bias
226 When classifying patient groups by events which occur some time after enrolment to the 
227 study—such as having one metastasectomy or having two or more interventions for 
228 metastases—the problem of guarantee-time bias (GTB) arises.(20) We were first alerted to 
229 the possibility of this when studying liver resection data and observing the shape of the 
230 survival curve which was in marked contrast to the cancer survival curves in the same 
231 publication.(21-23).
232
233 Guarantee-time bias is an umbrella term for forms of bias which include immortal-time 
234 bias.(20) The concept seems to have been first set out in the early days of heart 
235 transplantation when the worst patients died waiting for an available heart thus inflating the 
236 apparent benefit(24). In comparing patients who had no metastasectomy with those who had 
237 one or more operation, the classifying events occur at various times after enrolment. In order 
238 to study the effect graphically the life line displays as suggested by Maringe and colleagues 
239 have been adopted and adapted.(25) The three groups defined above were used to classify 
240 patients. The time components are colour coded in horizontal bars and the bars are stacked 
241 according to the length of the lines which end in either death or censoring. 
242
243

244 Results

245 Baseline data
246 The data collected during the PulMiCC trial for the five trial sites were used for this analysis 
247 of further treatments from 220 patients. (Table 1) These were collected after written informed 
248 consent in Stage 1 of the trial.(2, 3) There was a high level of completion of baseline data.
249
250 The data were pooled and then divided into the three groups. Demographics, patient 
251 performance data and oncological characteristics, as collected by protocol upon enrolment in 
252 the PulMiCC study are presented in Table 2 in the three specified groups. The distributions 
253 and frequency of patient performance and oncological factors are given. Numbers of 
254 alternative local interventions used to treat lung metastases are set out in Table 3.
255
256 Selection analyses
257 The baseline data in Table 4 were used in univariate analyses given in Tables 5a. Exclusion 
258 of randomised patients reduced the numbers in the three groups from those in Table 2 by 15, 
259 14 and 9 to give groups of 36, 100 and 46 respectively. An odds ratio less than one implies 
260 less chance of being selected for and having a metastasectomy and greater than one implies 
261 more chance. Oncological factors making metastasectomy significantly less likely were 
262 history of a prior liver resection, elevated CEA and more than two lung metastases. Patient 
263 factors making metastasectomy significantly less likely were impaired ECOG performance 
264 status (PS) and poorer lung function. In multivariate analyses, if ECOG PS is not included 
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265 then log(CEA), the number of metastases and a history of liver metastases remain influential 
266 but numbers for the analyses are reduced. If ECOG PS is included, the same variables remain 
267 significant but only the highest category for the number of metastases is significant. 
268
269 There was a lesser influence of baseline factors on selection for a second metastasectomy for 
270 those patients having had an initial metastasectomy (Table 5b).  Note that, in general, the 
271 influence of baseline factors, summarised in Table 2, on decision making would have been 
272 reduced by the subsequent course of events and the current clinical and oncological status of 
273 the patient. A higher ECOG PS score (worse) is associated with less likelihood of a second 
274 metastasectomy but there is a reversal of the effect of baseline metastasis counts on decision 
275 making. Patients with more lung metastases at baseline were more likely to have second 
276 metastasectomy which is contrary to the influence of metastasis count on the decision 
277 concerning a first metastasectomy, perhaps because it is quite a different process being 
278 examined. 
279
280 Multi-state model
281 The observed data on state changes for the 220 patients which were used to fit the multi-state 
282 model are given in Table 6 with the data for patients with 3 and 4 interventions separated 
283 although they are combined in the multi-state model.   In Table 6, each row after the first 
284 represents what happens to those patients in the previous row represented in the second 
285 column.
286
287 The multi-state model was used to provide the estimates, given in Table 7a, of being in the 
288 various model states, including death, 1 to 10 years after cohort. The model represents 
289 patients not having a metastasectomy as remaining in the entry state or as having moved to 
290 the death state from the entry state. Table 7a and Figure 2 show the expected increasing 
291 probability of having multiple interventions and of death as follow-up increases.
292
293 Similar estimates are provided in Table 7b for follow-up after an initial metastasectomy. For 
294 example, after 5 years, 38.6% of metastasectomy patients are expected to be alive and not 
295 having required a second surgical intervention while 40.6% are expected to have died. 
296 Seventeen percent are estimated to be alive and to have had only a second operation while 
297 only 3.5% are estimated to have had more than 2 metastasectomies and still be alive.
298
299
300
301 Kaplan Meier analyses
302 Estimated survival curves for the three groups, presented in Figure 3, show the similarity in 
303 the pattern of survival of patients in the two groups who had metastasectomy and the 
304 difference from those who did not. These curves serve to illustrate the data but they cannot be 
305 formally compared because the definition of the groups is based on events after the time of 
306 origin which introduces guarantee-time bias.
307
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308 Estimated survival for patients who had just one metastasectomy and those who had two and 
309 more intervention are again depicted in the Figures 4a and 4b. The first is a comparison of 
310 patients who had one and those who had two or more metastasectomies with both groups 
311 having a time origin of the date of their first operation. In the second the time of origin is the 
312 date of their defining metastasectomy, that is their first for those only having one and their 
313 second for the rest.
314
315 Again, these curves serve to illustrate the data but they cannot be formally compared because 
316 the definition of the groups is based on events after the time of origin. However, a formal, 
317 and appropriate, comparison of the risk of death after a second metastasectomy compared 
318 with that for patients at a comparable time after their first metastasectomy, but not having had 
319 a second, can be undertaken using a time-dependent indicator for the second metastasectomy 
320 in a Cox relative risk regression model. This leads to an estimated hazard ratio (HR) of 1.63 
321 (95% CI: 1.03,2.58), p=0.04. Patients who had a second operation are at greater risk of death. 
322 Of course, this is an observational comparison so perhaps all that can be said is that the 
323 second metastasectomy does not alter the risk of death to be equivalent to that for patients not 
324 selected to have the second intervention.
325
326 Guarantee-time bias in stacked life line (SLL) diagrams
327 Figure 5 represents the lives of the 51, 114 and 55 patients in the three groups. Their baseline 
328 characteristics are in Table 2. For all patients the origin is at the time of entering the study 
329 and blue represents the metastasectomy free life time. The median interval before 
330 metastasectomy for the 169 patients who had a metastasectomy was 22 days (range 0-607, 
331 IQR 20-35). For 14 patients the metastasectomy-free interval from enrolment was more than 
332 six months and for five of them it was more than a year. All these intervals add to overall 
333 guarantee-time bias. The orange colour represents the life time after a first metastasectomy 
334 and successive colours the time before a subsequent intervention, as shown in the legend. 
335 Patients alive at study close or censored are marked in green and deaths in dark blue. 
336
337 Chemotherapy usage
338 Of the further subset of 139 patients at four sites for whom data were available, 
339 chemotherapy was given to 79 (57%) with a total of 179 identifiable courses. Only 7/139 
340 patients were recorded as having neither metastasectomy nor chemotherapy. (Table 9) All 
341 these counts are prone to underestimation because the reporting surgeons cannot exclude the 
342 possibility that other treatments were given locally, away from the thoracic centre. However, 
343 the information which was supplied gave dates and named drugs and so we regard this as 
344 reliable and believe that we have not overestimated use of chemotherapy. The identifiable 
345 drugs used were bevacizumab, capecitabine, fluorouracil, irinotecan and oxaliplatin in 
346 various combinations. The Sankey diagram (Figure 6) illustrates the available information 
347 and also the impossibility of unravelling any meaningful link between treatment and effect. 
348
349 Figure 7 shows the 139 patients in the three groups but here the colour changes indicate 
350 successive courses of chemotherapy. There are patients who had one or two metastasectomies 
351 who did not have chemotherapy and had relatively long survival. We cannot attribute any 
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352 causal relationships but it does indicate that these patients are intensively treated with 
353 chemotherapy.

354

355

356 Discussion
357 The fundamental limitation of this report is that— given the observational nature of the 
358 PulMiCC cohort study—no causal relationship can be deduced between additional local 
359 treatments, chemotherapy and survival time. A second metastasectomy and/or use of 
360 chemotherapy is clear evidence of progressive disease. It would be exceptional for either 
361 treatment to be used in patients with colorectal cancer based on an erroneous diagnosis that 
362 the cancer has progressed. Among the 220 patients in this analysis 33.3% had a further 
363 metastasectomy. We have been able to explore the belief in the benefit of second and further 
364 local interventions(7-9). In our analysis of the PulMiCC cohort, a Cox model showed that the 
365 likelihood of death was observed to be—perhaps simply remaining to be—significantly more 
366 likely after a second intervention.
367
368 It has been argued that a second metastasectomy spares the patient chemotherapy. Lung 
369 metastases make little contribution to the lethal effects of colorectal cancer. Local control in 
370 the chest is largely irrelevant to survival or palliation. Survival is determined by extrathoracic 
371 disease and lung metastases are and remain asymptomatic in most patients. Lung metastases 
372 are blood borne and usually a component of systemic disease which is arguably better treated 
373 systemically. Once this is recognised lung metastases may be viewed as a means of 
374 monitoring progression of disease and its response to systemic treatments. The presence of 
375 easily measurable metastases may in fact allow postponement of chemotherapy in indolent 
376 disease. Metastases can also be selectively biopsied to inform practice in precision 
377 medicine.(26)
378
379 In addition to the selection on factors determined at baseline we have seen in this analysis the 
380 effect of guarantee-time bias(20, 24). The right-hand profiles of the depictions in Figure 5 
381 have similar shapes to the survival curves in Figure 3. The top group who were selected to 
382 not have metastasectomy and whose survival is measured from study entry have an initial 
383 steeper fall which flattens out as is familiar in cancer registry data. The other curves show the 
384 effect of guarantee time bias because the interventions by which they are classified into the 
385 two groups occurred some time after the date registration from which their survival is 
386 measured(25). This may result from the “test of time” which is either explicitly, or inherently, 
387 part of the process of selecting patients for metastasectomy or ablation(27). The stacked life 
388 line plots and the KM survival plots clearly illustrate guarantee-time bias, a common source 
389 of bias in observational studies of lung metastasectomy.
390
391 PulMiCC has challenged some widely held fallacies including the nil survival without and 
392 the magnitude of benefit from metastasectomy. It has also revealed a number of unanswered 
393 but answerable questions. Thoracic surgeons have notably failed to provide evidence for the 
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394 practice since it began to gather momentum fifty years ago.(28) But it took 90 years before a 
395 controlled trial drew a line under the routine practice of radical mastectomy for breast 
396 cancer.(29) PulMiCC has revealed that use of chemotherapy does not appear to be adequately 
397 studied or protocolised and that the interplay between systemic treatments and local therapies 
398 is not clear. We take it on trust that individual drugs and their combinations have been shown 
399 to be cost-effective in randomised trials, and therefore are of benefit in the context of 
400 systemically advanced colorectal cancer, but the evidence was not readily interpretable.(12, 
401 30). Since planning PulMiCC there is NICE guidance on chemotherapy use in these 
402 patients(31). Also the use of chemotherapy has been studied in the Hospital Episode Statistics 
403 (HES) data and the National Bowel Cancer Audit and the comparison suggests under-
404 recording in HES(32). An outstanding example of an integrated system of assessing these 
405 patients has recently been reported from Finland(33). But without large and collaborative 
406 controlled trials we will not produce conclusive answers and we will fail to ensure that our 
407 patients have proven treatments and are spared the harm of treatments that are not beneficial. 
408 The IMPACT initiative is ideally placed to lead on such research in the treatment of 
409 metastatic cancer(17)
410
411
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422 Captions to figures
423
424 Figure 1
425 Diagrammatic explanation of the multistate model
426
427 Figure 2
428 Graphical depiction of the output of the multistate model
429
430 Figure 3
431 Kaplan Meier analysis of the three patient groups. No metastasectomy N=51 (red); one 
432 metastasectomy N=114 (green); two or more local interventions to lung metastases (blue).
433
434 Figure 4
435 (a) Patients who had just one metastasectomy (red) and those who had multiple
436 metastasectomy (green) from the same origin which was registration in the trial.
437 (b) The same patient groups analysed from the time of metastasectomy which is the usual
438 way of presenting data postoperative survival outcomes after operations.
439
440 Figure 5
441 Stacked life line depiction of 220 patients separated into those who had no metastasectomy 
442 (N=51) at the top, in the middle those who had only one local intervention (N=114) and at the 
443 bottom those who had multiple interventions. The vertical time lines represent years since 
444 registration into the study. Blue represents the time without or prior to metastasectomy. The 
445 orange is the time after a single metastasectomy and the other colours are time after a second, 
446 third, fourth or fifth local intervention. The end of each life line is marked in green if the 
447 patient was alive and therefore “censored” or dark blue if they died. See the text for 
448 interpretation.
449
450 Figure 6
451 A Sankey diagram of 139 patients who had 0 to 4 interventions to lung metastases and 0 to 5 
452 courses of chemotherapy.
453
454 Figure 7
455 Stacked life line depiction of the 139 patients in the Sankey diagram in Figure 6. The groups 
456 are classified as in Figure 5. The numbers in the groups are 28, 74 and 37. The colours 
457 change with successive courses of chemotherapy from 1 to 5. The end of each life line is 
458 marked in green if the patient was alive and therefore “censored” or dark blue if they died. 
459 See the text for interpretation.
460
461
462
463
464
465
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466 Table 1
467 Table. Clinical Sites and number of patients reported
468

City and Institution
Liverpool, Heart and Chest Hospital 81
Bristol, Royal Infirmary 71
Serbia, Institute for Lung Diseases of Vojvodina 40
London, Guy's Hospital 22
Zhengzhou, Henan Cancer Hospital 6
Total 220

469

470
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471 Table 2
472
473 Tables of baseline characteristics in three groups of 51, 114 and 55 patients who had no 
474 metastasectomy, one metastasectomy or multiple local interventions. 

475 Distributions of characteristics

N* Min 25% Med 75% Max
Age years
No metastasectomy 51 45.4 61.9 66.9 74.3 85.6
One metastasectomy 114 35.3 60.1 65.4 72.7 85.6
 ≥2 metastasectomy ops 55 30.8 56.4 64.7 69.3 81.7

CEA ng/ml
No metastasectomy 32 1.0 2.0 4.3 11.2 57
One metastasectomy 70 0.3 1.6 2.7 4.2 151
 ≥2 metastasectomy ops 36 1.0 2.0 2.6 4.5 23

Month since CRC resection
No metastasectomy 43 1.6 13.7 25.3 43.1 82.6
One metastasectomy 106 1.4 15.3 26.1 38.9 89.4
 ≥2 metastasectomy ops 51 5.6 16.0 25.3 34.6 91

Number of metastases
No metastasectomy 46 1 1 2 4 9
One metastasectomy 106 1 1 1 2 9
 ≥2 metastasectomy ops 53 1 1 2 3 8

FEV1 litres†
No metastasectomy 42 1.2 1.9 2.8 3.3 4.4
One metastasectomy 109 0.7 2.2 2.7 3.4 5.1
 ≥2 metastasectomy ops 50 1.4 2.2 2.7 3.4 5.3

%FEV1 predicted†
No metastasectomy 42 45 73 87 103 136
One metastasectomy 108 26 86 101 111 145
 ≥2 metastasectomy ops 49 53 78 92 111 148

476

477
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478 Table 2 (continued) Proportions of categorical factors in the three groups

Sex N Men Women %Men
No metastasectomy 51 36 15 71%
One metastasectomy 114 71 43 62%
 ≥2 metastasectomy ops 55 34 21 62%

Prior liver 
metastasectomy N Yes no % Yes
No metastasectomy 46 23 23 50%
One metastasectomy 105 32 73 30%
 ≥2 metastasectomy ops 54 18 36 33%

% Solitary N Solitary Multiple %Solitary
No metastasectomy 46 13 33 28%
One metastasectomy 104 72 34 68%
 ≥2 metastasectomy ops 53 17 36 32%

ECOG N Zero One Two %Zero
No metastasectomy 48 27 18 3 56%
One metastasectomy 104 62 42 0 60%
 ≥2 metastasectomy ops 52 42 10 0 81%

479

480 *The number for whom data were available. Some measurements such as CEA, ECOG and
481 lung function tests were not always deemed necessary by clinical teams. Information for 
482 patients referred from other sites, for example the date of the primary colorectal cancer op, 
483 was sometimes incomplete. Selection analyses were made on available data without 
484 interpolation.

485 † Forced expiratory volume in the first second and its percentage of a predicted value for sex, 
486 age and height.

487

488
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489 Table 3

490 Alternatives to surgical lung metastasectomy used in the 220 patient subset

491

Surgery Radiotherapy SABR RFA Totals
No metastasectomy 51
First lung metastasectomy 114 114
2 local interventions 36 4 2 2 44
3 local intervention 5 1 3 9
4 local intervention 2 2

Totals 155 4 3 7 220
492

493

494

495
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496 Table 4. Factors entering logistic regression in Table 5 which includes only non-randomised 
497 patients

N Available Min 25% 50% 75% Max
ECOG
No metastasectomy 36 34 0 0 1 1 2
One metastasectomy 100 92 0 0 0 1 1
Two+  interventions 46 43 0 0 0 0 1
CEA ng/ml
No metastasectomy 36 19 1 2.5 5 12 57
One metastasectomy 100 59 0.3 1.2 2 4 151
Two+  interventions 46 27 1.0 2.0 2.0 3.5 23.0
FEV1 litres
No metastasectomy 36 28 1.5 1.8 2.6 3.2 4.0
One metastasectomy 100 95 0.7 2.2 2.6 3.3 5.1
Two+  interventions 46 42 1.4 2.0 2.6 3.3 4.7
%FEV1 predicted
No metastasectomy 36 28 45 76 87 99 121
One metastasectomy 100 94 26 85 98 111 145
Two+  interventions 46 42 53 78 91 111 148
Number of lung metastases
No metastasectomy 36 31 1 1 2 3 9
One metastasectomy 100 92 1 1 1 1 4
Two+  interventions 46 44 1 1 2 3 8

Male sex Male %
No metastasectomy 36 36 26 72%
One metastasectomy 100 100 60 60%
Two+  interventions 46 46 28 61%
Prior liver mets Yes %
No metastasectomy 36 33 20 61%
One metastasectomy 100 94 28 30%
Two+  interventions 46 45 11 24%
ECOG>1 YES
No metastasectomy 36 34 2 6%
One metastasectomy 100 92 0 0%
Two+  interventions 46 43 0 0%
Lung metastases 36 One Two Three Four+
No metastasectomy 36 31 11 6 7 7
One metastasectomy 100 92 70 15 6 1
Two+  interventions 46 44 15 15 6 8

498
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499 Tables of selection analyses

500 Table 5a Univariate logistic regression analyses of patient characteristics comparing those 
501 who had elective metastasectomy with those having elective non-metastasectomy

Factor OR (95% CI) p-value
Male sex 0.53(0.23,1.29) 0.127
ECOG >= 1 0.39(0.18,0.85) 0.017
Log(CEA) 0.48(0.29,0.78) 0.0036
FEV 1.25(0.74,2.11) 0.397
FEV% 1.02(1.00,1.04) 0.033
Liver Mets (Y/N) 0.25(0.12,0.56) <0.001
Number of Mets 1 1.00

2 0.65(0.22,1.90) 0.429
3 0.22(0.07,0.68) 0.009
4+ 0.17(0.05,0.54) 0.003

502

503

504 Table 5b Univariate logistic regression analyses of patient characteristics comparing those 
505 who had a single metastasectomy with those having multiple metastasectomies

506

Factor OR (95% CI) p-value
Male sex 0.98(0.51,1.90) 0.953
ECOG >= 1 0.36(0.16,0.70) 0.011
Log(CEA) 1.02(0.66,1.59) 0.919
FEV 1.15(0.77,1.72) 0.502
FEV% 0.99(0.98,1.01) 0.43
Liver Mets (Y/N) 1.14(0.57,2.30) 0.713
Number of Mets 1 1.00

2 3.60(1.56,8.30) 0.002
3 3.39(1.16,9.87) 0.025
4+ 11.65(3.30,41.08) <0.001

507

508

509

510

511
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512 Table 6 Data representing the state transitions used in estimation of the multi-state model 
513
514

State Follow-up 
ended while 
in state

Another 
intervention 
was made

Death Totals
Per
line

Entry       7   169   44 220
Metastasectomy     65     55   49 169
2nd Intervention     19     11   25 55
3rd Intervention       4       2     5 11
4th Intervention       2       0     0 2

515
516
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517 Table 7a

518 Estimated predictive probabilities of the state a patient will be in after 1 to 10 years of follow-
519 up after cohort entry.

Year Entry
1 

Met’ectomy
2 

Interventions
3+ 

Interventions Death
1 0.077 0.728 0.049 0.001 0.145
2 0.056 0.605 0.098 0.006 0.234
3 0.041 0.502 0.127 0.013 0.317
4 0.030 0.417 0.141 0.020 0.392
5 0.022 0.346 0.145 0.027 0.460
6 0.016 0.286 0.143 0.033 0.521
7 0.012 0.237 0.136 0.038 0.576
8 0.009 0.197 0.127 0.042 0.626
9 0.006 0.163 0.116 0.044 0.670
10 0.005 0.135 0.105 0.045 0.710

520

521 Table 7b

522 Estimated predictive probabilities of the state a patient will be in after 1 to 10 years of follow-
523 up after an initial metastasectomy.

524

Year
1 

Met'ectomy
2 

interventions
3+ 

interventions Death
1 0.826 0.081 0.003 0.089
2 0.683 0.132 0.010 0.175
3 0.565 0.159 0.018 0.258
4 0.467 0.172 0.027 0.334
5 0.386 0.174 0.035 0.406
6 0.319 0.168 0.042 0.471
7 0.263 0.159 0.047 0.531
8 0.218 0.147 0.051 0.585
9 0.180 0.134 0.053 0.633
10 0.149 0.120 0.054 0.677

525

526

527
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528 Table 8. Treatments in 139 patients from four centres. This does not include adjuvant therapy 
529 at the time of primary resection. These are treatments within the PulMiCC study so represent 
530 treatments for advanced CRC. These are the data behind the Sankey flow chart Figure 6.

531

Chemotherapy courses 0 1 2 3 4 5
No metastasectomy (N=28) 7 4 4 1 12
Only one metastasectomy N=74) 34 21 7 6 4 2
2nd local intervention (N=32) 17 6 5 4
3rd local intervention (N=4) 1 2 1
4th local intervention (n=1) 1

Totals 60 33 16 8 20 2

532

533

534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
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Figure 1
Diagrammatic explanation of the multistate model
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Figure 2
Graphical depiction of the output of the multistate model
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Figure 3
Kaplan Meier analysis of the three patient groups. No metastasectomy N=51 (red); one metastasectomy 

N=114 (green); two or more local interventions to lung metastases (blue).
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Figure 4a (a) Patients who had just one metastasectomy (red) and those who had multiple metastasectomy 
(green) from the same origin which was registration in the trial. 
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Figure 4b. The same patient groups analysed from the time of metastasectomy which is the usual way of 
presenting data postoperative survival outcomes after operations. 
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Figure 5Stacked life line depiction of 220 patients separated into those who had no metastasectomy (N=51) 
at the top, in the middle those who had only one local intervention (N=114) and at the bottom those who 
had multiple interventions. The vertical time lines represent years since registration into the study. Blue 

represents the time without or prior to metastasectomy. The orange is the time after a single 
metastasectomy and the other colours are time after a second, third, fourth or fifth local intervention. The 

end of each life line is marked in green if the patient was alive and therefore “censored” or dark blue if they 
died. See the text for interpretation. 
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Figure 6
A Sankey diagram of 139 patients who had 0 to 4 interventions to lung metastases and 0 to 5 courses of 

chemotherapy.
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Figure 7
Stacked life line depiction of the 139 patients in the Sankey diagram in Figure 6. The groups are classified as 

in Figure 5. The numbers in the groups are 28, 74 and 37. The colours change with successive courses of 
chemotherapy from 1 to 5. The end of each life line is marked in green if the patient was alive and therefore 

“censored” or dark blue if they died. See the text for interpretation.
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1

STROBE Statement—Checklist of items that should be included in reports of cohort studies 
Item No Recommendation

(a) Indicate the study’s design with a commonly used term in the title or the
abstract

 Title and abstract 1
L1-3

L62-88 (b) Provide in the abstract an informative and balanced summary of what was
done and what was found

Introduction
Background/rationale 2

L97-138
Explain the scientific background and rationale for the investigation being 
reported

Objectives 3
L140-
151

State specific objectives, including any prespecified hypotheses

Methods
Study design 4

L154-
161

Present key elements of study design early in the paper

Setting 5
L174-
177

Describe the setting, locations, and relevant dates, including periods of 
recruitment, exposure, follow-up, and data collection

(a) Give the eligibility criteria, and the sources and methods of selection of
participants. Describe methods of follow-up

Participants 6
L154-
177 (b) For matched studies, give matching criteria and number of exposed and

unexposed
Variables 7

Table 2
Clearly define all outcomes, exposures, predictors, potential confounders, and 
effect modifiers. Give diagnostic criteria, if applicable

Data sources/ 
measurement

8*
L246-
247

 For each variable of interest, give sources of data and details of methods of 
assessment (measurement). Describe comparability of assessment methods if 
there is more than one group

Bias 9
L225-
241

L326-
335

L379-
389

Describe any efforts to address potential sources of bias

Study size 10
L174-
177

L257-
259

Explain how the study size was arrived at

Quantitative variables 11
L189-
223

Explain how quantitative variables were handled in the analyses. If applicable, 
describe which groupings were chosen and why

(a) Describe all statistical methods, including those used to control for
confounding
(b) Describe any methods used to examine subgroups and interactions
(c) Explain how missing data were addressed

Statistical methods 12
L218-
223

(d) If applicable, explain how loss to follow-up was addressed
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2

(e) Describe any sensitivity analyses

Results
(a) Report numbers of individuals at each stage of study—eg numbers potentially
eligible, examined for eligibility, confirmed eligible, included in the study,
completing follow-up, and analysed
(b) Give reasons for non-participation at each stage

Participants 13*
L246-
248

L257-
259 (c) Consider use of a flow diagram

(a) Give characteristics of study participants (eg demographic, clinical, social)
and information on exposures and potential confounders
(b) Indicate number of participants with missing data for each variable of interest

Descriptive data 14*
Table 2
Table 4

(c) Summarise follow-up time (eg, average and total amount)
Outcome data 15*

Table 7
L281-
297

Report numbers of outcome events or summary measures over time

(a) Give unadjusted estimates and, if applicable, confounder-adjusted estimates
and their precision (eg, 95% confidence interval). Make clear which confounders
were adjusted for and why they were included
(b) Report category boundaries when continuous variables were categorized

Main results 16
L315-
324

(c) If relevant, consider translating estimates of relative risk into absolute risk for
a meaningful time period

Other analyses 17
338-353

Report other analyses done—eg analyses of subgroups and interactions, and 
sensitivity analyses

Discussion
Key results 18

356-389
Summarise key results with reference to study objectives

Limitations 19
L357-
360

Discuss limitations of the study, taking into account sources of potential bias or 
imprecision. Discuss both direction and magnitude of any potential bias

Interpretation 20
L391-
399

Give a cautious overall interpretation of results considering objectives, 
limitations, multiplicity of analyses, results from similar studies, and other 
relevant evidence

Generalisability 21
400-409

Discuss the generalisability (external validity) of the study results

Other information
Funding 22

L40
Give the source of funding and the role of the funders for the present study and, if 
applicable, for the original study on which the present article is based

*Give information separately for exposed and unexposed groups.

Note: An Explanation and Elaboration article discusses each checklist item and gives methodological background and 
published examples of transparent reporting. The STROBE checklist is best used in conjunction with this article (freely 
available on the Web sites of PLoS Medicine at http://www.plosmedicine.org/, Annals of Internal Medicine at 
http://www.annals.org/, and Epidemiology at http://www.epidem.com/). Information on the STROBE Initiative is 
available at http://www.strobe-statement.org.
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Video Correspondence about the PulMiCC study.

The Pulmonary Metastasectomy in Colorectal Cancer (PulMiCC) recruited 512 patients into Stage 1 
from 2010 to 2017. These were patients who had colorectal cancer (CRC) resected and were 
considered to be potential candidates for metastasectomy. At the time of analysis 31 were excluded 
because the pulmonary nodule(s) turned out to not be CRC in 28 and there were three drop-outs. 
The full cohort of 481 patients was reported in Colorectal Disease in April 2021. Ninety of these 481 
were randomised patients in the PulMiCC randomised controlled trial (RCT), 263 had at least one 
elective metastasectomy and 128 had no metastasectomy or ablation.

The 263 selected for operation by multidisciplinary team (MDT) decision were dominated by 
patients with a solitary metastasis and fewer had elevated carcinoembryonic antigen or a prior liver 
metastasectomy than the 128 who did not have metastasectomy. The selected patients also had 
better ECOG performance scores and better lung function. The difference in survival could be fully 
accounted for by these differences. The trial arms were well balance in the RCT. There was no 
evident difference in survival.

The further analysis now published is of a subset of 220 patients in five centres who provide a record 
of chemotherapy treatment and further resection or ablation of lung metastases. The nature of the 
study precludes drawing firm conclusions about survival but further local treatment were associated 
with significantly poorer survival and did not appear to spare patients chemotherapy. 

Tom Treasure 

Chief Investigator of PulMiCC
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